Benefits of Using a Spatially-variant Penalty Strength with Anatomical Priors in PET Reconstruction.
In this study, we explore the use of a spatiallyvariant penalty strength in penalized image reconstruction using anatomical priors to reduce the dependence of lesion contrast on surrounding activity and lesion location. This work builds on a previous method to make the local perturbation response (LPR) approximately spatially invariant. While the dependence of lesion contrast on the local properties introduced by the anatomical penalty is intentional, the method aims to reduce the influence from surroundings lying along the lines of response (LORs) but not in the penalty neighborhood structure. The method is evaluated using simulated data, assuming that the anatomical information is absent or well-aligned with the corresponding activity images. Since the Parallel Level Sets (PLS) penalty is convex and has shown promising results in the literature, it is chosen as the representative anatomical penalty and incorporated into the previously proposed preconditioned algorithm (L-BFGSB-PC) for achieving both good image quality and fast convergence rate. A 2D disc phantom with a feature at the center and a 3D XCAT thorax phantom with lesions inserted in different slices are used to study how surrounding activity and lesion location affect the visual appearance and quantitative consistency. A bias and noise analysis is also performed with the 2D disc phantom. The consistency of the algorithm convergence rate with respect to different data noise and background levels is also investigated using the XCAT phantom. Finally, an example reconstruction for a patient dataset with inserted pseudo lesions is used as a demonstration in a clinical context. We show that applying the spatially-variant penalization with PLS can reduce the dependence of the lesion contrast on the surrounding activity and lesion location. It does not affect the bias and noise trade-off curves for matched local resolution. Moreover, when using the proposed penalization, significant improvement in algorithm convergence rate and convergence consistency is observed.